
Develop skills to streamline & reduce 

the complexity of work processes in a 

participant-centred lean workshop!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gestaltix® IDS 

Solve your own 
workplace problems. 
 
Gestaltix® IDS (Identify, Define, 

Solve) workshops cut through 

much of the complexity often 

encountered in lean-based 

process improvement and 

focuses on the key practical 

tools and know-how that can be 

readily implemented within 

workplaces. 
 
The simulation-based learning 

quickly and easily puts proven 

practical lean methods and tools 

in the hands of the people, 

resulting in a rapid approach to 

streamlining and simplification of 

work processes, reducing 

everyone’s time, effort and 

frustration. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IDS-Problem Solving [Workshop] 
 

Practical experience in Lean tools 
integrated with the A3 Report 

 

Classroom delivery 
 
A one-day, hands-on workshop that provides participants 

with the tools and know-how to confidently solve problems 

and improve performance. This interactive ‘lean tools’ 

session transfers the skills and knowledge so the team can 

deliver their own improvement ideas! 

 

Participant Resources 
 
Resources provided include a Participant Guide with 

detailed ‘how-to’ tool instructions and expert tips, the A3 

Report Guide and real-world A3 Report Examples to 

structure the use of the tools. 

 

Simulation-based learning 
 
The workshop immerses participants in a game-like 

simulation based on real-world workplace challenges, 

providing an environment to apply a range problem solving 

tools and directly experience the benefits of following a 

structured, team-based approach. 
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Develop skills to problem-solve and 
improve processes in a participant-

centred Lean tools workshop! 
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 IDS-Problem Solving 

LEARNING AND SOLVING BY DOING 

 

While there are many tools and systems in the world of 

problem-solving and process improvement, ultimately 

they can be distilled down to three essential steps: 
 

1. IDENTIFY the problem or issue that needs 

solving or improving.  

2. Clearly DEFINE and 

map the elements 

of the problem or 

issue so that a team 

can focus on the 

high value areas.  

3. Carry out a set of  

Activities or process 

changes designed to 

SOLVE the issue. 

Key to the IDS approach is that it puts the team at the 

centre of the learning experience and facilitates the 

behaviours for team outcomes vs individual excellence. 

Participants are engaged in an interactive process and 

are inspired to offer suggestions and possible solutions. 

Participants are also introduced to a range of chart tools 

that can help them identify, define and solve problems, 

both in the simulation and in the workplace. 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IDS-Problem Solving [Workshop]: 

▪ 1 day on-site facilitated class session for 9 to 20 people  

▪ Participant Guide A5 size printed booklets detailing the 
problem-solving tools ‘how-to’ and expert tips 

▪ A3 Report Guide to structure and provide a roadmap 
for the problem-solving tools  

▪ A3 Report Examples providing real-world application 
and practical know-how  

▪ PowerPoint Tool Templates to document and share 
the team tools  

▪ Participant breakout sessions to practice the ‘Team 
Tools’ on wallcharts   

▪ In-session coaching to support participants in 
applying the tools and A3 Report to their own issues 

 
 

 

WORKSHOP OUTCOMES 

Participants will: 

 

Learn how and when to use eleven 

problem solving chart tools: 
 

» Problem Statement » Visual 
 

» SIPOC Chart Management 
 

» Fishbone Diagram 
Board 

 

» Pareto Chart 
 

» Customer  

» 5-Whys Chart 
 

Experience Map 
 

» Process Map » Value-Effort Matrix 
 

» Waste Analysis » A3 Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice applying the problem-solving 
tools by following the A3 Report   

»» Simple team tools to involve others and 

include their contributions 

»» Guided key questions and information 

required to define the problem, identify 

quick wins, streamline and reduce waste, 

and find and confirm root causes 

»» Implementation planning and follow-up 
to ensure results are achieved and 
sustained 

Commence applying the A3 Report, 
leveraging in-session coaching and a 
collection of fully worked A3 examples

https://www.gestaltix.com.au/

